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Be Prepared
Preparation begins before the media calls. It includes having information readily available and

accessible to prepare talking points, supporting evidence, and practical examples. It also
includes knowing who to refer to when a request is outside one’s area of expertise. It involves
knowing the audience, understanding common concerns, and being prepared to address them.

Be Professional
Show up ahead of schedule, prepared and ready to go. Look the part, following the

protocol of the program regarding what to wear. Choose simple lines and solid colors that flatter
you. Arrange your hair so when looking at the interviewer viewers can see your eyes. Wear make-

up to prevent looking washed out. Listen well, speak courteously, and demonstrate respect.

Talk in Sound Bites
A sound bite is a short, succinct statement that completely answers a question or provides a

key point. Speak in complete sentences that allow an edited interview to omit the questions.    
To answer most effectively, listen carefully to each question so your responses hit the mark.     

Prepare and practice potential sound bites in advance yet keep the interview conversational.

Hook, Bridge, and Flag  
Use the interviewing techniques of hooking, bridging, and flagging to keep the interview

moving in a favorable direction. Hooking is giving the interviewer irresistible “bait” to ask you a
follow-up question. Bridging keeps the interview on-topic by transitioning smoothly from an

off-topic question to a key point. Flagging draws attention to the importance of your key points.

Show and Tell
Add visual interest to your story. Food can be the perfect prop for nutrition stories. Use an

onscreen graphic or a brief demonstration. Print interviews can include photographs. Radio or
podcast interviews can use descriptive language and explanations. Audiences appreciate

practical examples and tips that make your message actionable. Show as well as tell your story.


